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We prove that if a residual 2-(k(k + A - 1)/h, k, A) design R has more than one embedding 
into a symmetric design then k ~‘h(h - l)*. If equality holds then R has exactly two embeddings 
and the corresponding derived design is in both cases A - 1 identical copies of the design of 
points and lines of PG(3, A - 1). Using the main proposition from which these results follow we 
alto prove that if a symmetric 2-(v, k, A) design has an axial non-central or central non-axial 
automorphism then k d A (A* - 2A + 2). 
Given a symmetric 2-((k’(k’- 1)/h) + 1, k’, A) design 9 with a block x we may 
construct a residual and a derived design, denoted by 9 and 5BX respectivelyy, as 
follows: The points of 9” (respectively 9&) are the points of 9~ not incitetent 
(incident) with X. The blocks of both 91~ and BX are the blocks of 91 other than x. 
Incidence is induced from 9. 9” and 9, have parameters 
2 k(k+A-1) -( A &,A and 2-(k+A,A,A-1) 
respectively, where k = k’- A. 
A design having parameters 2-( k( k + A - 1)/A, k, A), for some k and A, is ca:lled 
a quasi-residual design. Such a dr=sign 99 is etnbeddable if there exists a symmetric 
2-design of which % is the residual. Any quasi-residual design with A = 1 or A = 2 
is embeddable in a unique way (for A = 1 this is elementary; for A = 2 it was 
all and Connor [6]). owever, for A - > 3 there exist non-embeddable 
quasi-residual designs (Bhattacharya [I]) and there exist residual designs for 
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k = A (A - l)* and more than cne embedlding. show that the corresponding 
derived design is, r all embeddings of ER, A- elltical copies of the design of 
points anld lines of ow that %! has exactly two embeddings 
which can be obtained from one another using a polarity of PG(3, A - 1). A 
2-(56, 12!, 3) design constructed by I-Iaemers [S] provides an example of such an 
3. This example also shows that Theorem A is best possible if A = 3. 
In the last section of the paper we prove that if a, symmetric 2-(u’, C:‘, A) design 
has an axial non-central c’r central non-axial automorphism then k’s 
X(X” -2A + 2). This result is not surprising in view of Theorem A, because these 
types of automorphisms often occur when a residual design has more than one 
embedding. 
If x is a block in a design 9 we denote by (x), the set of points of 9 incident 
with x. If 9 is a Steiner system we call blocks lines and we identify a line with the 
set of points it contains, so (I), is denoted simply by 1. 
Some of the work in this paper, notably Theorem C, is contained in the author’s 
Ph.D. thesis, completed at the IJniversity of London under Professor F.C. Piper. 
Lee: 9t be a 2-( k(k + A - 1)/X, k, A) quasi-residual design. A set C of blocks of 8% 
is a clique if any two blocks in C intersect in at most A - 1 points of %. If \C( = yt, 
then C is an n-clique. Suppos: now that $R = 9” for some symmetric design 9. 
Suppose the points of 9 incident x are X1,. . . , Xk+A. For each i, 3. s i s k + A, 
define Ci = {y 1 y is a block of 9, y # x and Xi E y}. Any two blocks in Ci intersect 
in A points in 9, one of which is Xi. IIence any two blocks in Ci imersect in at 
most A - 1 points of 9. Therefore Ci is a (k + A - 1)-clique in 9% We therefore 
have a set {C,, . . . , Ck+-*} of (k + A - 1)-cliques of 9 satisfying: 
(i) Each point of % is incident with exactly A blocks from Ci, for each i. 
(ii) If i # i then Ci and Cj have exactly A - 1 blocks in common. 
(iii: Each block of R is contained in exactly A cliques Ci. 
We say {C,, . . . , Ck+A} is the set of cliques associaaed with the emb’edding of $R 
into 9. It is not difficult to prove that a quasi-residual design with a set 
-WA,. * . , Ck+A} of (k + A -- 1)-cliques satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) has an embedding 
with {C,, . . . , Ck+h} as the set of associated cliques. This was proved by Hall and 
Connor [4]. 
wo embcddings of a residual design 9% are eqbrL dmt if they have the same set 
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blocks in C as it is ossible for (y)3 f7 (x), = (z)~ I-I (x)~ for distinct blocks y, z E C. 
Each C-line contsins A points. Thus if A 2 2 then a C-line is contained in at most 
A - 1 blocks of 9 other than x. 
All of the results of the paper rest on the following. 
Suppose 9 is a symmettic 2-(v, k’, A) desigpr, A 2 3, with a block x. 
If C is: a set 0; blocks of 9 such that C form a clique in 9, then at least one of the 
following holds : 
(8 
in C. 
(ii) 
If (9 
(4 
(b) 
lC)~(h - i)(‘h2-A + 1). 
1 ioes not hole! clnd equality holds in (ii), then 
Each C-lint is contained in A - 1 blocks of C. 
The configul*aGon 9 with (~),n{lJ,,,~ (y),} as its point set and C-lines as 
There is a point X incident with x such that X is incident with every block 
lines fMns a projective plane of order A - 1. 
. Because C forms a c ique in 9” we have 
We assume (i) does not hold. Let X be any point incident with x. Then there 
exists ;i block y E C not incident with X. Every block in C incident with X 
interset.:ts (x), n (y Ia in at least one point (by (* )). There are at most k(A - 1) 
blocks other than .c joining X to a point of (x)~T(y)~. Therefore X is incident 
with at most A2 - A blocks in C. 
Let ~1 and y’ be ilny two blocks in C. Let t = 1(x)&7 (Y)~ n (y’)& Then t 2 1 (by 
(*)). Let AI, . . . , A, be the points incident with x, y and y’. Let (B,, . . . , BA_t} 
and (B;,.. . , Bi-3 be the sets of points incident with, respectively, y and x but 
not y’, and y’ and .r but not y. By (*) any block z in C eitiler contains ;\n A( or 
oins a Bi and a Bi. There: are at most A2 - A - 2 blocks in C, other than y and y’, 
which contain any given Ai, and at most (A - t)2(A - 1) blocks, other than X, 
joining a Bi and a BJ. Hence 
IC\{y, y’}l :S t(A” - A - 2) + (A - #(A - 1). 
‘ITTlerefo re 
ose now that ICla(A - l)(A* 
(t- 1)[A2-(t+2)A +-(t+3)#=Q 
en from (1) it follows t 
(2) 
H= ar A*-(f-+2) 
(t+2)+J;‘-8\l+l 
t=l or A~---’ 
2 
, 
c1 he latter only for t 2 3. So 
t = 1 or A G $. (3) 
Note that t = ‘I implies equality occurs in (2). Thus t = 1 imp lies 1 C\ = 
i ,h, - :)(A’- A + 1). 
Suppose [Cl > (A - l)(A* - A + 1). Then A < t. But t = 1(&n (&n (y ‘),I s A, so 
dlt = t. Thus (x),17 (yj9 = (x), n (Y’)~* This is true for each pair y, y’ of blocks in C. 
.Gcnce there is exactly one C-line. -4s A > 1 any C-line is contained im at most 
I~ .- ! blocks other than x. This implies ICI s ;i - 1, a contradiction. Thus ICI < 
‘IA -- lj(A2-A+l), so (ii.! holds. 
Assume now that (i) does n d>t hold and that lC( = (A - l)(A* - A t 1‘1. Then by (3) 
Gther t = 1 or t = A. Thus for any pair y, y’ of blocks in C either (x&, n (Y)~ = 
~‘x),n(y’)~ or \((~)~n(y)~~~nI(x),n(y’),)\ = I. Therefore 
Any two C-lines intersect in exactly one point. (4) 
Let I be any C-line. Let X be any point in 1. There exists a C-line I, not 
Izontaining X (otherwise (i) holds). By (4) every C-line containing X intersects 2, 
in one point. Also by (4) X is joined to any given point in I1 by at most one 
C-line. Hence X is contained in at most II11 = A C-lines. Thus each of thie A pointi 
in I is contained in at most A - 1 C-line? other than 1. This is true for e$ach C-line 
1. Hence, by (4), there are at rnost A2- i + 1 C-lines, the upper bound being 
attained exactly when every point inciden - with x is contained in 0 or A C-lines. 
Rut every C-line is contained in at most A 1 blocks in C. Thus there are at least 
IC#A - I) = A2 -’ A + 1 C-lines, the lower bound being attained exactly when every 
C-line is contained in A - 1 blocks in C. It ww follows that (a) holds and that the 
ual of 9, and hence 9 itself, is a projectdve plane of order A -11. Cl 
If a residual 2-(k(k + A - 1)/A, k, A) design 94 has inequioalent ern- 
n ksA(A--I)*. 
Suppose 9=9’ for some symmetric design 9. Because %! h:as another 
t inequivalent) embedding it has a (k + A - 1)-clique C which is not associated with 
e embedding of % into 9. Thus no point of 9 in ci,.&t with x is incident with all 
ocks in C. By proposition 1 ICI< (A - l)(A*- A + 1). ence k<A(A--I)*. 0 
3. 
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that e&h s-line of 9 is contained in A - 1 blocks of 9 other than x (the maximum 
possible). This implies that $_ is A - 1 identical copies of a %-(I& + A, A, 1) dlsfgn. 
enote this 2-(k + A, A, 1) design by 5!& 
Suppose that 6 is a permutation of the %lines such that 
(**) 
ne a new design 9~’ to have the ‘same points and blocks as 9, but incidence as 
follows: If y is a block of 9 other than x, define (y)* = (y)% u le, where I = 
(y),n (&. Define (& = (x),. Clearly 9’ has the same number of points, and 
blocks as 9 and each point is incident with k + A blocks in 9’. It follows using 
( * *) that any two blocks intersect in A points in 9’. Thus the dual of 9’. and 
hence 41’ itself, is a symmetric 2-design with the same parameters as 9. Clzarly 
5% = (9QX. The embeddings of %! into 9 and 9’ are equivalent if and only if for 
each point X incident with x, 0 maps the set of B-lines containing X onto the set 
of %-lines containing another point. This occurs if and only if 0 is induced by a 
collineation of Zx. 
We now assume that A - 1 is a prime power, k = A(A - l)* and that sx is the 
design of points and lines of PG(3, A - 1). Let 4 be any duality of PG(3, A -- 1) 
(for example a polarity). Then 4 permutes the lines of PG(3, A - 1). Because two 
lines intersect in a point exactly when they lie in a plane we have Ilt n 1$1= IE, n /*I 
for any lines It, 12. We may now apply the above construction (with 8 = 4) to 
obtain another embedding of 3 into a symmetric design 9’. The two embeddings 
are not equivalent as 4 is not a collineation of PG(3, A - 1). We call this 
construction duality-switching. Suppose one uses a different duality 4’ to obtain 
another symmetric design 9” from ?. Because 4-‘+’ is a collineation of 
PG(3, A - 1) it follows that the embeddings of 3 into 9’ and 9” are equivalent. 
Thus exactly one new equivalence class of embedding for 5e can be obtained using 
Suppose 9 is a residual 2-(k(k +A - 1)/A, k, A) design, A > 3, with 
k = A(A - I)* and at least two inequivalent embeddings. If 9 = 9” for a symmetric 
design 53, then 
(a) Etach %-line is contained in A - 1 blocks of 9 other than x. 
(‘tb) 9, is A - 1 identical topics of the design of points and lines of 
3 has exactly two equivalerce classes of embeddings and these can be obtained 
f?om ant! other by duality switching. 
is the set of 
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in ~" is contained in A -1 blocks of C; and the configuration ~1 with (x)an 
[UYEC; (Y)a] as points and C;-lines as lines is a projective plane of order A-I. 
We next show Cj =I C, for any i, j, lIS; i IS; k + A, lIS; j E; k + A. Suppose for 
argument's sake that C2=Ci. Then Ic2nc;i=lcincil=A--1. Hence X2 is 
incident with A -1 blocks in C;. Thus X 2 is a point in ~1' But this implies X 2 is 
contained in A lines of ~h each contained in A-I blocks of C;. Therefore X2 is 
incident with A 2_A blocks in C;, so A 2 - A = A -1, a contradiction as A> 1. Hence 
C; =I C, for any i, j. Let 1 EO j IS; k + A. Then by Proposition 1 each C;-line is 
contained in A -1 blocks of C; and the configuration ~, with (X~n[UYEC: (Y)a] 
as points and C;-lines as lines is a projective plane of order A-I. Part (a) of the 
theroem now follows because every block of 9t is in at least one C;. It also follows 
that ~" is A-I identical copies of a 2-(k + A. A. 1) design, which we denote by 
!£". 
We now show !£" is the design of points and lines of PG(3. A-I). Because 
k = A(A - 1)2 !£,. has the correct parameters. To show that the Veblen-Young 
axioms [7] for a projective geometry are satisfied it suffices to prove than any 
triple of non-collinear points in !£,. is contained in at least one ~,' 1" j " k.+ A. 
Any such triple is contained in at most one ~, as ~, is determined by any three 
non-collinear points in it. By an elementary counting argument one deduces that 
each non-collinear triple of points occurs in exactly one ~,. Thus (b) of the 
theorem is proved. 
Let q, be a duality of PG(3, A-I) and ~ the design obtained by duality 
switching of ~ using q,. Fot 1 " j " k + A the set of 9t-lines of ~ in ~, is mapped by 
q, onto the set of 9t-lines containing some x.. Hence the set of (k + A-I )-cliques 
associated with the embedding of 9t into~' is {C;, ...• C~.,.}. But {C;, ... , C~H.} 
was chosen as the set of cliques associated with an arbitrary embedding of 9t 
inequivalent to that of 9t in ~. Hence 9t has exactly two equivalence classes of 
embeddings which can be obtained from one another by duality-switching. 0 
4. Axial non-central lutomorphisms 
Let a be an automorphism of a symmetric 2-( v. k. A) design ~. A block oX is an 
axis for a if every point incident with x is fixed by a. A point X is a ctnrrt for a 
if every block incident with X is fixed by a. The following are easily proved (see 
[4, pp. 135-141]): 
(A 1) If a is non-trivial. then a has at most one axis and/or one centre. 
(A2) If a has axis x. then any point not incident with x and fixed by a is a 
centre for a. Hence if a is non-trivial, then a fixes at most one point not incident 
with x. 
An automorphism is axial funrral) if it has an axis (centre). 
In a projective plane every axial automorphism is central. and every central 
automorphism is axial. This is not true in general for symmetric designs with 
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A > 1, a, fact which makes working with this type of at.itomorphism more difficult. 
Axial rlon-central automorphisms often occur when the residual with respect to 
the axi:; has more than one e:quiJalence class of embedding (see, for example, [3, 
pp. 11%1141). Hence in view of Theorem A it is not surprising that we have 
. Suppose a symmetric 2-(v, k, A) design has an automorphism CY with 
axis x ,iut no centre. Then 
(i) h Gh(A2-Z!h+2). 
(ii) Suppose equality holds. Let F be the set of blocks other than x fixed by CK. 
Then tite configuration P with (x), Cl{ U yEF (yj9] as points and F-lines as lines 
forms c!. projective plane of order A - 1. 
In order to prove this theorem we need a lemma. The notation of the theorem 
is assumed throughout. Let m denote the order of cy. 
. (i) All point and block orbits under (CY) have lengsh 1 or I~. 
(ii) I,f k >A2- A + 1, then m divides A - 1. 
. (i) Let x’ be the set of points not incident with x. Because cx is non-central 
cy fixes no point in X (by (A2)). Thus IX’a’l > 1 for all XE Z. Suppose that (Y~ fixes 
a point YE 2, where i. 2 I. Then cy ’ fixes every point in Y? Sir,ce ar has axis x 
and 1 Y’=)l> 1 this implies cyi is trivial (by (A2)). Thus rn divides i. Henlze all point 
orbits Lnder (a) have length 1 or m. Because cy induces similar permutations on 
points :and biocks [3,2.3.11] every block orbit under [cw> has length 1 or m. 
(ii) Suppose A -- 1s g (mod m), wh ere 0 s g -C m. Let h be the number of triples 
(A, B, ) ) where y is a block fixed by cy, y # x, and A and B are distinct points 
inciderr with both x and y. As x is incident with k points there arc: k[k - 1) 
choices for (A, B‘). For each such pair (A, B) cy permutes the A -_ 1 blocks other 
than x (containing {A, B}. Thus by (i) {A, B} is contained in at least g blocks other 
than x -.;vhich are .fixed by (Y. Hence h 3 k( k - 1)g. Because cy has Ic fixed points, QL 
hss k fixed blocks [3,2.3.12]. Thus there are k - 1 choices for :; and each such y 
in‘ersects x in A points. Therefore h = (k - l)A(A - 1). Hence ik - l)A(A - 1) 2 
k(k-l‘ig,so gs(A2-A)/k. Because kaA2- A + 1 and g is a non-negative integer 
we havcr: g = 0. Thus m divides A - 1. 0 
contradicrs Lemma 2(ii) (as m > 1). two blocks in F intersect in a point 
incident With x, so F forms a cliqu cause (x is non-central t‘hcre is no 
point incdent with A: which is incident with all b%ocks in F. The thec)rem now 
follows from Proposition 1. Cl 
Central. non-axial automorphisms of a symmetric 2-design are axial nlon-central 
automorphisms of its dual. Hence we have a dual vt:rsion of Theorem C for 
centra.l non-iaxial autornorphisms. Finally we note that some of the 2-(71,15,3‘) 
designs consStructed by Haemers [5] have an axial non-central automorphism. 
Hence ihere exists an example of equality holding in Theorem C. 
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